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We work side-by-side with
Ukrainians on the frontline and in

the active conflict zone. We approach
our work from the “inside-out and

bottom-up,” striving for
collaborative and sustainable

solutions to the ever-changing needs
of wartime communities. Our goal is

not just to mitigate the effects of war
but to actively contribute to

Ukraine’s victory.

who we are & what we do
INTEGRATED WAR RELIEF
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War relief from the bottom-up and inside-out means working at the local
level. This doctor who works in a dangerous frontline medical evacuation

unit from Krivyi Rih needed an ambulance. So we went to a local family with
experience sourcing and transporting vehicles from far across Europe all the
way to their hometown. We sourced and outfitted this Lithuanian ambulance

in one week. Record time!

MEDICALMEDICAL



Overnight, everyday civilians, taxi drivers,
cinematographers, pensioners, and students became
defenders of their hometowns and homeland. We want
them to return home. Medical aid is the crucial final
resort in saving lives on the frontline. We have enabled
the medical evacuation of over 250 people by outfitting
5 all-terrain vehicles for medevac units. Two
ambulances we supplied to Kharkiv and Kryvyi Rih
transport stabilized wounded to trauma centers on a
daily basis.   . . . 
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. . . We’ve supplied 5 hospitals with over 1,600 doses of vital
medications and sterilized disposables such as antibacterial
dressings, hospital gowns, and sutures. Our medical aid has

even successfully crossed over the frontline and been
delivered to patients in occupied Kherson. We facilitated the
transfer of a cranial drill to a Kryvyi Rih neurological surgery

department and we will also sponsor a resident surgeon
trained at the US Department of Defense’s only Trauma I

residency program. 
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FRONTLINEFRONTLINE

We outfitted a young man who volunteered for the army the day after the
invasion. We gave him a full set of ballistic armor as well as other frontline

supplies like camping equipment, weather-appropriate clothing, and an
Individual First Aid Kit (IFAK) with vital equipment like coagulators,

tourniquets, decompression needles, and puncture seals. Thank goodness we
also gave him a tactical helmet because it was burned instead of his head!

We’re happy to report that he’s going to be ok.



Ukrainians were invaded by a neighboring country and
are defending their very existence. This creates unique
metrics and singular goals for the relief to which we
aspire. Namely: our aim is not to mitigate the
humanitarian crises that result from the war—our aim is
to strategically assist in Ukraine’s victory. There is a
clear solution to the myriad of secondary medical and
humanitarian issues caused by this war . . .

. . . Ukraine must win. 
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It falls to individual Ukrainian volunteer defenders to
equip themselves with basic gear: camouflage clothing

(both winter and summer), protective vests and
helmets, shoes, gloves, first aid kits, drones, and other
tactical necessities to have a chance of surviving on the

frontline. In order to be "for PEACE", we need to
support those who are sacrificing their lives to end the
war. To that aim we are proud to provide equipment to

units that are at the forefront of the war– from
surveillance and reconnaissance units to evacuation

teams responsible for saving the wounded.
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Misha (on the left) is an activist with a Ukrainian NGO called Shelter+. We
began collaborating with them early on in the war, supplying aid such as

these water filters. Here he is distributing them in the wartorn Kherson
region. These communities are under constant bombardment, their

infrastructure is destroyed, and they are in dire need of autonomous off-grid
resources for clean water and electricity.

HUMANITARIANHUMANITARIAN



A key goal of our humanitarian aid is to ensure that it is
part of accountable social infrastructures that transform
aid into communal relief. Together with local volunteers,
we supplied frontline communities with over 344 water
filters each capable of providing clean water for up to
60,000 individuals. We have distributed over 66,360 lbs
of food in continuous, weekly distributions to shelters
and village centers located near the active war zone.  . . .
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. . .  In February and March, we delivered hundreds of
layers of thermal underwear directly to those in need,
bypassing the massive clothing piles at the border. We

helped a frontline community become autonomous
from the power grid with a generator. We shipped in

2,087 kilometers of cordura fabric and employed
sewing collectives that included IDPs to assemble first
aid kits, backpacks, and vests for volunteer defenders.
We always strive to source locally in order to support

local businesses instead of bringing aid from across the
border.
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Solar power stations for 15 hospital trauma centers. Sponsorship of 1 Maxillo-facial
trauma surgeon-anesthesiologist, full surgical operating trauma kit, and trauma
training program. 500 Individual Trauma First Aid Kits. 3 ambulances and 6
evacuation vehicles. 100 sponsored PTSD therapy patients. 

Medical

$1,602,800

Thermal clothing and heating solutions in preparation for winter gas and
electricity shortages. 1000 water filters. Logistic funds for 40 cross-country
aid deliveries. Living stipends for 12 full-time local Ukrainian volunteers. 

Humanitarian

$416,883

270 Life-saving UAVs (drones) and 250 operators fully-trained in
conjunction with both civil and military airspace officials. 500 defenders
with essential nonlethal equipment. 

Frontline

$836,220

Phase 2: Infrastructure

In addition to our ongoing efforts from Phase 1 of the
Ukraine Project, we are organizing Phase 2 Projects
which focus on infrastructure and sustained relief in the
post-liberated and active conflict zones in Ukraine. 
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FUTURE PROJECTS

For more detailed information about out future
projects and projected costs, see our proposals PDF. 
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THE forPEACE TEAMTHE forPEACE TEAM
Margret founded forPEACE in 2011 to empower locals engaged in
sustainable community development in Cambodia and amongst Bedouin
and Palestinians in Israel. Her commitment to community service traces
back to her graduate studies at the Technical University of Munich where
along with a team based at IIT Madras she developed windmills in off
grid rural villages. She holds an MS in physics. 

Founder & CEO

Ukraine Relief Project 

Director

Until February 24, 2022, Britta was a graduate student at the National
University of Kyiv Mohyla Academy in their flagship Anticorruption
Studies program. Her research was on sustainability as a mechanism
for oligarchic legitimization. Britta has been living in and studying
Ukraine for the past 10 years, and switched to forPEACE full-time until
the war's end. She has a B.A. from Stanford University in Political
Science.
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Ukraine Relief Project 

Assistant Director

Ukraine Relief Project 

Communications
Strategist

Emily has experience with humanitarian work in the southern US and 
Guatemala providing housing for underfunded communities. She 
received her degree in English, creative writing, from the College of 
Charleston and uses her skills in communication and media to further 
support the mission of forPEACE.

Margret EllwangerMargret Ellwanger

Britta EllwangerBritta Ellwanger

Ian CrookstonIan Crookston

Emily WilsonEmily Wilson

Ian is an expert on the history of international humanitarian aid to 
Ukraine and Russia after WWI. He has spent several years in the 
region. He has also worked as an outdoor and backcountry guide in the 
western US national parks. He received his MA from Harvard and left 
his PhD program at Stanford in 2022, joining the forPEACE team after 
Russia's February invasion.



“As the Consul General of Ukraine in San
Francisco I fully endorse forPEACE. They are truly

unique, one of the few international
organizations that is on the ground directly

supporting frontline communities and defenders.
They work collaboratively with Ukrainians to

provide relief by building long-term social and
physical infrastructure. Their work continues to

be an integral part of Ukraine’s fight for
freedom.”

 
— Dmytro Kushneruk

Consul General of Ukraine in San Francisco
 
 
 
 

www.forpeace.us

britta@forpeace.us

“The command and the entire personnel of the
[redacted] military unit of the Armed Forces of
Ukraine express their sincerest gratitude for your
support and charitable contribution [...] We highly
appreciate your contribution—it objectively and
significantly strengthens the combat potential of our
military unit as a whole, increases its fighting spirit,
and supports the unity of AFU servicemen and the
people of Ukraine. Thanks to your support every
serviceman understands that he is supported by the
entire Ukrainian people, is given faith in the justice
and the happy future of our country, and confirms
that victory will be ours.”

— The Armed Forces of Ukraine

forPEACE
Ukraine Relief Project

13899 S Redberry Fox Cove
Riverton, UT 84065

EIN: 27-1679208
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